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Introduction 

The CSB - Cultural Studies in Business Project is part of a wider debate on the role of economics in                    

contemporary societies, starting from the assumption of the close relationships existing between            

economics and socio-cultural phenomena. 

In general, the economy deals with the use of scarce resources in a specific country and with the activities                   

carried out to use and manage them, primarily what to produce then what to consume and exchange in                  

domestic and foreign markets. From this assertion, the themes under analysis displayed in our project               

emerge clearly. The management and quality of resources available in individual economies, the             

development of production processes, the exchange of goods and services and the ability to compete on                

international markets highlight very different situations existing between States that cannot be the             

exclusive prerogative of investigation of economic science. “Economists, and different branches of            

‘economics’ do not have a monopoly on economic knowledge. Other social sciences like political science,               

sociology, anthropology and history, as well as other fields like the hard sciences, philosophy, psychology,               

literature and arts, make meaningful contributions to our understanding of the economy and should be               

included in a fuller pluralist education” (Fischer et al. 2017: 4). 

Indeed, economics as social science has increasingly become a stand-alone form of knowledge of reality,               

equipped with methodological and analytical tools not employed by other disciplines. From this point of               

view, economics can be considered an autonomous discipline as Fischer and others define as “pure               

abstraction” and “that academic discipline dedicated to dissecting, analysing, modelling, and otherwise            

describing the economy in simplified terms. Academic economists engage in the social construction of              

formalized models - verbal and arithmetic “paradigms” - about how the real economy works” (Fischer et al.                 

2017: 4) or should work.  

Economics as a special science, especially, if understood as an autonomous form of knowledge of reality,                

influences greatly social and political actions. At the same time, however, as every social discipline has to                 

do with human action, the social actors are called upon to make and to cope with the responsibilities                  

associated with such choices. Therefore, we can say that social reality influences the economy and the                

economic thought. 
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Regarding the objectives of the CSB - Cultural Studies in Business Project, it is necessary to investigate how                  

economics is studied and taught in our Universities. Often, what we call mainstream economic thought is                

the consequence of a very broad and complex socio-political context, especially conceived as a definition               

related to the interpretations of mass communication, inclined to change over time according to the               

dominant paradigms and to the influences that other disciplines exert on economic science. For example,               

Keynesianism was a mainstream economic theory that inspired the policies, which were adopted to              

overcome the economic crisis in 1929, and then it gave rise to other approaches considered sometimes                

right or sometimes wrong, but more convenient to interpret the changed relationships between power              

States and international political context. Nowadays, although Neoliberalism can be defined as the             

dominant paradigm within contemporary societies, it is still a form of global political ideology and not a                 
1

scientific theory, thus, certainly it is not lagging behind the others and equally several global perspectives                

are discussed in the mass media. Thus, economics and other social disciplines are all aimed at                

understanding the current state of the debate on the role of ethics in contemporary society, the relevance                 

of sustainability in all its forms, the role of common goods and non-renewable assets in the different                 

contexts of the real economy, the evolution of globalization processes. 

 

All the social sciences today are questioning and reorienting themselves both internally and in relation to                

the external scenario regarding the problems faced by our ever-changing societies. Therefore, all the              

disciplines, including economics, need new multidisciplinary approaches and more effective          

interdisciplinary comparison spaces. The strategic partnership and the human resources of the CSB -              

Cultural Studies in Business Project has an added value inside this debate since everything is commonly                

defined with the term "economics" in the academic and higher education fields - concerning different               

disciplinary areas – are often very distant in their methodological approaches and fields of application. As it                 

was stated previously, these disciplinary fields have wide and deep relationships with other social sciences,               

first sociology and psychology. The study of consumer’s behaviour, market analysis, economic and financial              

modelling, business organization and management are just some of the areas that highlight profitable              

interdisciplinary correlation.  

1 The dictionary definition is such. 
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The debate within the social sciences, especially between sociology and anthropology, has repeatedly             

caused controversies in order to point out a significant socio-cultural change that has transformed the               

relationship between economics and the other social areas in the last fifty years. Let us briefly describe                 

some of the numerous concepts developed primarily in the economic sphere becoming part of social               

sciences language and spread in the common language. From Neoclassical theory, whose fundamentals are              

still related to the basis of economic thinking, we have inherited the notions of "individualism",               

"optimization", "balance", which have become part of the way in which we observe social reality in its                 

whole and we consider and qualify the social relations we are dealing with. "Methodological individualism"               

is part of a tradition that is still widespread in the social sciences. The "rational choice theory" - still                   

dominating much of political science and international relations studies - starts from the assumption that               

subjects, individual or collective, always act with the purpose of maximizing their goals. Obviously, they are                

seen as opposite in comparison to the tradition of "methodological holism" such as by all the theoretical                 

definitions of "irrational" behaviour or of "culturally other rationality". 

From post-Keynesianism we have inherited the concepts of "uncertainty" and "risk": "Risk refers to              

situations where the precise outcome is unknown, but the probability is known [...] fundamental              

uncertainty, in contrast, refers to situations where even such probability distributions cannot be identified”              

(Fischer et al. 2017: 9).”Risk” and “uncertainty” today are two notions used in the analysis of contemporary                 

societies, in regards to which Beck (1992) and Giddens (1990) have coined the term "risk society".  

 

“Fundamental uncertainty” is not a phrase about the limited cognitive ability of humans to make               

predictions, but rather a phrase about the nature of social reality.  

Societies do not work like a clock, where a future state can be readily deduced from a present state, but                    

rather involve human agency "(Fischer et al. 2017: 10).  

From Marxist theory we inherited the notion of "value" (and surplus value) that influenced the sociological                

and philosophical debate in the last hundred years. The list of examples to be taken into account can be                   

even longer, if we take inspiration from the language of marketing, from the analysis of consumer’s                

behaviour or the organization of production - all areas in which the mutual influence of the various                 

disciplines is more evident. 
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However, shifting from these common reflections, CSB Cultural Studies in Business Project favours and              

embraces the cultural perspective that focuses on and observes the interrelations between            

economic-culture-society. The Project aims to verify whether economics can provide anyone with an             
2

exhaustive interpretation of reality itself or give appropriate solutions to the problems of society and               

individuals, including precisely the economic problems.  

Sociology and anthropology have for some time built theoretical and methodological tools and instruments              

to study from a critical perspective the problems that economy poses to society and vice versa. Last but not                   

least, we choose to mention the fundamental contribution of Polanyi in the history of studies, even before                 

Pareto, Veblen and then Simmel and Marcuse. In anthropological studies, the critical elaboration of the               

classical thought of Marx, Mauss and Polanyi himself – was stated by authors such as Firth, Godelier,                 

Sahlins, Caillé and Latouche - just to mention names that have become recognized even outside of the                 

specialized studies. In addition to the history of ideas and studies, the CSB project also moves towards                 

understanding how economics is taught in our Universities today.  

The purpose of the CSB Project is to observe whether the study of the relationship between economics and                  

society has been included or not in the programs of teaching courses in economics. Our Universities will                 

thus, become the instrument through which a dominant economic thought will spread and will be               

legitimized - often without confronting itself with other disciplines - and at the same time an instrument                 

with which alternative economic thought may be spread and legitimised by confronting and seeking              

synergies with other areas of thought.  

 

This is due to the fact that the study of the relationship between economics and society becomes an                  

objective of innovative didactic planning, so as to offer to the young generations such University courses                

that are more apt to acknowledge the challenges faced by contemporary societies. From this point of view,                 

in the background research phase it emerged that the CSB Cultural Studies in Business Project would fit                 

perfectly into the widespread debate in European and non-European Universities for the renewal of the               

teaching of economics. These are initiatives proposed by groups of students and professors that aim to                

modify the dominant paradigm (which we have defined here as mainstream) and to integrate it with critical                 

2 Even if economics it is intended as an autonomous form of knowledge of reality (maximally                               
adhering to reality and to the minimum of ideal abstraction). 
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and alternative perspectives that take into greater account the interrelations between economics and             

society. 

All these initiatives invoke a pluralistic approach to the study of the economics including: 

− other schools of thought such as complexity, institutional, post-Keynesianism and Marxist           

economics and other disciplines such as politics, psychology, sociology and anthropology; 

− building critical awareness in the students with the assumptions and implications of different             

schools of thought and disciplines; 

− seeking to learn, apply new ideas and explore the implications and limitations of different              

approaches . 
3

These networks and their founders have given rise to a debate that has had a certain echo in the media and                     

in academic circles especially in the United Kingdom since 2014. The debate focused on the inability of the                  

economists to predict the 2008 economic crisis and more recently on the austerity measures imposed to                

the most indebted countries without considering the social consequences of these policies.  

We added a brief list of internationally active networks that share the objective of rethinking the way                 

economics is taught in the Universities. 

 

Rethinking Economics is a students’ network active in all continents, but especially in European              
4

Universities, which calls for a radical change in the teaching of economics. On their website it is claimed:                  

"Economics in Universities is narrow, uncritical and detached from the real world. It is dogmatically taught                

from a perspective if it is the only legitimate way to study the economy. There is no room for critical                    

discussion and debate. Seminars are focused on memorial and regurgitating academic theory, while exams              

test how well students can solve abstract equations". The Network aims to reform the curricula of teaching                 

economics within the Universities: “Over the last 30 years, economics education has become narrower and               

more detached from the real world. Lectures teach one perspective if it is the only legitimate way to study                   

the economy; seminars ask students to memorize and regurgitate academic theory; while exams award              

3https://economicpluralism.org/accreditation/what-is-economic-pluralism/ 
 
4http://www.rethinkeconomics.org/ 
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those able to solve abstract equations rather than engaging critically with the actual economy and               

real-world economic problems”. The Network is affiliated with a series of scientific and professional              

organisations for a new "critical economy" having their base in the main European Universities. 

 

The Post-Crash Economics Society (PCES) at the Manchester’ University (UK) is “a group of economics               
5

students who believes that the content of the economics syllabus and teaching methods could and should                

be seriously rethought”. The turning point is represented by the repercussions of the economic crisis, “of                

almost unprecedented magnitude”, but whose “effect on the syllabus was minimal at most”. In 2014, the                

PCES has produced a Report on the failings in economics education and set out a road map for a reform.                    

The research has been conducted at the University of Manchester, where Economics education “has              

elevated one economic paradigm, often called neoclassical economics, to the sole object of study. Other               

schools of thought such as institutional, evolutionary, Austrian, post-Keynesian, Marxist, feminist and            

ecological economics are almost completely absent”. As we can read in the Report, “the crisis has also laid                  

bare the latent inadequacies of economic models with unique stationary equilibrium and rational             

expectations. These models have failed to make sense of the sorts of extreme macro-economic events such                

as crises, recessions and depressions, which matter most to society. The expectations of agents, when push                

came to shove, proved to be anything but rational, instead driven by the fear of the herd or the unknown”.  

 

The Cambridge Society for Economic Pluralism (CSEP) “is a society run by a dedicated group of students                 
6

united by the belief that progress in the discipline of economics will be driven by an increasingly                 

interdisciplinary approach and a pluralist platform in the 21st century”. Paper of CSEP's open-lecture series               

run by students, for students, where they address issues that they feel are not addressed in the curriculum,                  

including inequality, climate change, and feminist economics. In 2014, CSEP ran a survey of Economics               

alumni and current MPhil and undergraduate students at the University of Cambridge. Cambridge students              

have demonstrated a strong interest in improving the content of their curriculum stressing three main              

5http://www.post-crasheconomics.com/ 
6http://www.cambridgepluralism.org/ 
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concerns: 1) more real-world applicability; 2) more interdisciplinary curriculum; 3) greater focus on career              

skills. 

 

The Glasgow University Real World Economics Society (GURWES) “is a society that advocates pluralism in               
7

economic thought. We believe that academic economics in general and economics curricula in particular              

have become too narrow and unfairly exclude a large number of fruitful alternative approaches. At the                

same time, the orthodoxy is accepted and taught uncritically, to the detriment of students”. Therefore, the                

Society aims to provide a platform for students and other interested individuals to explore and discuss                

alternative approaches to economics.  

 

The CORE Project – Economics for a Changing World is “an open-access platform for anyone who wants to                  
8

understand the economics of innovation, inequality, environmental sustainability, and more”. The platform            

provides educational materials “accessible, relevant, real-world economics teaching, available and free to           

everyone. CORE is an international community of researchers, teachers and creative people, which aims to               

create innovative teaching tools for Economics courses.  

 

The Institute for New Economic Thinking (INET) is a nonpartisan, non-profit organization devoted to             
9

developing and sharing the ideas that can repair our broken economy and create a more equal, prosperous,                 

and proper society. It has been founded in the wake of the financial crisis in 2009 and it is composed by                     

“economists who challenge conventional wisdom and advance ideas to better serve society” . They assess              
10

that “mainstream economics has demonstrated blind spots that have impaired its effectiveness and             

credibility—and failed society at large”. 

 

7https://www.facebook.com/GURWES 
8https://www.core-econ.org/ 
9https://www.ineteconomics.org/ 
 
 
10https://www.ineteconomics.org/ 
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The European Association for Evolutionary Political Economy is a pluralist forum established in 1988 to               
11

promote evolutionary, dynamic and realistic approaches in regards to economic theory and policy. Instead              

of the over-formalistic and often empty theorising of orthodox economics, the aim was to bring together                

the ideas of a number of theorists and theoretical traditions, and to help to develop a more realistic and                   

adequate approach to theory and policy. 

 

Promoting Economic Pluralism (PEP) is a charity organization that is seeking “to create and support               
12

spaces for diverse voices, perspectives and approaches to understand our economies, to help co-create              

truly sustainable, resilient and inclusive ones”. One of their main activities is “co-creating an international              

accreditation system for Master’s courses that take a pluralist approach to economic teaching”. They           

develop projects to support this movement for reforming economics teaching at a University level. 

 

The list would go on and on and it could include many other organisations and experiences that have been                   

of fundamental importance to build the research path that is the basis of the CSB - Cultural Studies in                   

Business Project.  

Finally, remember that among the main outputs of the project, in addition to the research itself and the                  

mobility experience of the teachers involved, there is also the design and implementation of new didactical                

experiences. The output number two which is a "pilot curriculum" will contain and integrate economic and                

socio-cultural disciplines, in order to reflect upon and adopt not only a more updated course but also more                  

consistent with the reality of the different cultural contexts which will be achieved by the project in the                  

Erasmus + Macro Region Universities. 

 

  

11https://eaepe.org/ 
12https://economicpluralism.org/ 
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European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the Bologna Process 

CSB, Cultural Studies in Business is a project inspired by the objectives indicated by the Bologna Process                

and mainly aimed at creating a European Higher Education Area. The European Higher Education Area               

(EHEA) is an international cooperation in the field of higher education launched with the aim of building                 
13

and implementing structural reforms and shared tools. The member countries agree to adopt reforms on               

higher education based on common key values such as freedom of expression, autonomy for institutions,              

independent student unions, academic freedom, free movement of students and staff.  

The EHEA is the main objective of the Bologna Process, an intergovernmental cooperation of 48 European                

States whose aim is to harmonise the various European systems of higher education. The process started                

on June 19th, 1999 when the Ministers of Education of 29 European countries met in Bologna to sign an                   

agreement - today known as “Bologna Declaration” - with the aim to promote “the European dimension of                 

higher education” to structure and develop education curricula in cooperation with the other EU              
14

institutions, to implement mobility schemes, training and research programmes. Many positive steps have             

been taken since then broadening the extension and the cooperation within the European Higher              

Education Area through the implementation of a shared vision, the strengthening of combined efforts              

towards common goals and principles and the adherence to common values.  

By adopting the Bologna Declaration, the 48 partners have agreed on: 

 

1. the adoption of a clear, simple and comparable system of qualification (to be developed through the                
Diploma Supplement) able to break away education and employment barriers between European            
countries; 

2. the adoption of an education system based on two main cycles, the Bachelor’s Degree at the first                 
level and the Master’s Degree at the second level (the access to the second level education being                 
subjected to the completion of a Bachelor’s Degree which lasts 3 years); 

3. the mutual educational system of the credits (based on ECTS) obtainable in diversified context and               
recognized by the Universities; 

4. the promotion of the mobility of students, researchers, professors and administrative staff; 
5. the promotion of a European cooperation on the quality of national education; 
6. the promotion of a European cooperation in relation to the development of new curricula for               

mobility schemes, and integrated studies, training and researches. 

13http://www.ehea.info/ 
14https://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/higher-education/about-higher-education-policy_en 
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Research Methodology 

The research on the teaching programs in economic courses in the University systems of the Erasmus +                 

Macro region is the first step towards the design of the pilot curriculum. The research was carried out in                   

two phases:  

1) National Reports  

2) International Survey. 

 

National Reports 

The first step of the research is represented by the production and validation of National Reports related to                  

the state of the art of economic disciplines in the University systems of the six partner countries of the                   

project (Italy, Lithuania, Croatia, Portugal, North Republic of Macedonia, Albania). We tried to highlight              

the peculiarities of the educational system by drawing attention to the relationship between degree classes               

and degree courses. 

The methodology employed to develop the National Reports is based on a common framework for each                

Country involved in the research. We set up a standard excel spreadsheet and distributed it to each partner                  

University. For each course, we have then detected the following information:  

1. name and type (public or private) of University providing the course;  

2. name of the course offered; 

3. level of education offered (first or second level); 

4. presence or absence of modules related to the cultural studies; 

5. compulsoriness or not of the module, whether it is a required course or an elective one;  

6. type and name of the module. 

 

International Survey 

As part of the first output of the CSB Project, we submitted and delivered a survey to an international                   

experts’ panel (IEP) in order to collect their perception of the state of the art in teaching in                  

economic/business studies. The main objective of the survey was to emphasize the need of a greater                
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integration among different fields such as a change in teaching, which would include the cultural               

perspective in the economics studies, in order to meet the requests of a job market, which is evolving day                   

by day. 

The International Survey was conducted through an online questionnaire (10 questions) submitted to an              

International Expert Panel (IEP), composed of experts from the Erasmus Program Countries (28), the              

Non-EU Program Countries (5), and the Partner Countries (limited to the area of the Western Balkans,                

involved in the project). The IEP was built by taking into account the experts’ features: their research                 

activity, publications and the role in the economic field which enhances their position as experts for the                 

case of the CSB survey, and almost all of them come from Universities, such as a part of them from the                     

Think Tank satellite and the job world. The IEP - composed by 275 personalities - is the result of a shared                     

path with the partners, who gave their specific expertise as an important integral part of the project.  

In the analysis of the data collected we divided the IEP interviewed, within the Erasmus programme, in EU                  

and no-EU countries. The majority (97%) of the experts interviewed teach in public Universities and only a                 

small portion of them are part of private or other institutions. The 79% of the experts come from                  

Economic, Business and Statistical areas; only an 8% from Humanities, Political and Social Area.  
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International Survey: Key Findings 

Chart 1. Does your University provide courses in economics/business containing modules that refer             

to cultural studies (e.g. historical, sociological, anthropological, political etc.)? 

 

Taking into account the experience of the interviewed, one of the main questions of the survey was                 

oriented to investigate the presence of cultural modules in the economic and business courses. 85%               

of the interviewed responded affirmatively to this question, underlining that in 38% of the cases the                

modules are compulsory and the 37% are optional. A small part of the experts (6%) declared that                 

there aren’t any cultural modules. Despite the quite high percentage of compulsory cultural modules,              

the data findings show a lesser importance of them in the general framework. 
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Chart 2. Typology of Exam in EU and No-EU Countries 

 

Deeply, it was distinguished between the EU and Non-EU Countries, in order to highlight the dissimilarities                

in these two geographical areas within the two typologies of exams. The differences are significant: Non-EU                

Countries shows a higher percentage of compulsory courses (64,3%) in comparison with the 30,6% of the                

EU area, while the optional/elective courses are more widespread in the EU Countries (38,8%) than in the                 

Non-EU (28,6%). 

In line with the previous Chart 1 on the general data, the experts of both areas indicate a similar percentage                    

about the absence of cultural modules in economics and business studies. 
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Chart 3. In which curricula are included the modules/teachings concerning the cultural studies? 

 
40% of the International Expert Panel asserted that Universities generally offer cultural modules both in               

Bachelor and in Master’s Degrees; whereas 19% of the experts interviewed declared that cultural modules               

are presented only at the Bachelor’s Degree level, while 17% of the IEP indicated the presence of cultural                  

modules exclusively at the Master’s Degree level. 

In line with the previous Charts, the data shows how the cultural modules still play a marginal role in the                    

academic sector. 
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Chart 4. Cultural Modules in the curricula in EU and Non-EU Countries 

 

Based on the findings of the previous Chart, the geographical distribution data shows differences in               

attending cultural modules in the degree programs between EU and Non-EU Countries. 

Interviews in the EU area record a higher level of cultural modules in the Bachelor’s Degree (22,4%) in                  

comparison to the 7,1% of Non-EU Countries. A less remarkable dissimilarity is recorded at the Master’s                

Degree level among EU (16,3%) and Non-EU Countries (21,4%). The latter tendency is even present in the                 

aggregated data “Both” indicating the highest level of the Chart. The 42,9% of Non-European experts say                

that the cultural modules are present both in Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees; slightly lower it’s the                

percentage revealed by the European experts, which goes to 38,8%. 
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Chart 5. Is there in your Country any substantial difference in the offer of economic/business studies 
between public and private Universities?  
 

64,3% of the Non-EU experts interviewed indicated that there are differences in the offer between public                

and private Universities in the economic and business field. On the other hand, it’s radically low (28,6%) of                  

European experts declaring the existence of dissimilarities among these institutional sectors. In this case              

the point of view of the experts shows the differences in the offer among EU and Non-EU countries. The                   

increase of the private sector in the educational University field in the Non-European Countries involved in                

this survey explains the figures registered in the following Chart.  
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Chart 6. How much importance do you attach to interdisciplinary modules in economic/business courses?  
 

The International Experts Panel attached homogeneously a great importance (“Important” and “Very            

Important”) to the interdisciplinary modules in the economic courses (84,2%). Only a small number of the                

interviewed believe that the cultural modules are “Not very important” (14,3%). 

The Chart shows that even the experts - working in the economic and business field - highlight a great                   

importance to the cultural studies. Therefore, the presence of interdisciplinary modules is vital and it               

should be applied in the economic and business studies in order to enrich the courses.  
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Chart 7.  Importance of interdisciplinary modules in EU and Non-EU Countries 

 

In line with the Chart 6 results, most of the experts retain “Very important” the integration of                 

interdisciplinary modules in economic and business courses in both areas. For the Non-EU experts              

the perception about cultural studies as “Very important” (64,3%) is more evident than the 51% of                

the EU, IEP. In the disaggregated data for geographical areas, the Chart reveals the same               

percentage of EU/Non-EU experts considering “Not very important” the topic analysed. 
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Chart 8.Which modules could be the most appropriate to be integrated in economic/business courses?  
 

27,2% of the experts pointed at Sociology as the priority subject to be introduced in the economic/business                 

courses. Whereas, 19,5% indicated Political Science then Psychology (17,8%) and History (16,1%). The             

experts seem to be inclined to find a deeper relation among economic/business fields and socio-political               

ones. The Chart shows how the experts give significance to socio-political subjects to improve the               

performance of the economic and business models. Furthermore, Psychology could be an important             

research field to improve the knowledge of consumers’ behaviour. 
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Chart 11-12. Strengths and Weaknesses 
 

The social role of economic/business disciplines and their influence on ordinary life is a matter of a lively                  

debate in literature and among professionals. We asked to the expert panel what are, according to their                 

experience, the Weaknesses and Strengths in teaching economic/business courses and we suggested a             

short list of keywords (Rationality, Mathematics, Modelling, Influence, Job opportunities, Specialization,           

Theorization). 

The distribution between the various subjects stresses how Theorisation and Modelling (18,4%) are still              

considered a strength element. This is probably related to the widespread feeling that these fields could be                 

able to elaborate models and theories in order to understand the reality and the processes of the changing                  

society. 

 

Strengths 
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In the second position we find the keywords Specialisation and Job Opportunities (15,8%); even in this                

case the data provided refer to the shared and the mutual idea that economic and business studies offer a                   

greater specialisation in respect to other fields, with a positive influence on job opportunities. On the other                 

hand, the 17,6% recorded in the Job Opportunities Weaknesses is the mirror of how the Economy created                 

in the last few years, the job categories are too much professionalised: this figure highlights how this                 

professional orientation has distorted the economic disciplines. These feelings and perceptions are also             

confirmed by the trend which considers the Specialization as a weakness (13,9%). 

 
Weaknesses 
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Open question 

 

At the end of the questionnaire we asked the interviewed to leave a brief comment on the current state of                    

economic/business education in their country's university system. Quite all the experts offered comments             

or suggestions on the open question, bringing out a general sense of dissatisfaction about how teaching in                

the economic/business field is carried out in their country. 

We collected the data, which would fall into two categories: Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory, in order to                

highlight the status of feelings and perceptions about cultural modules improvement in the economic and               

business courses at University level. The majority (75%) declared to be unsatisfied about the current               

teaching methods of cultural courses taking account the importance and efficiency of the modules, their               

ability to respond and comply with the changes occurring over time in the society such as their                 

responsiveness in connecting theory with practice and putting theory into practice. Only a small part (25%)                

of the IEP interviewed retained to be satisfied about cultural courses in the economic/business studies,               

from this figure it can be concluded that the need to have Cultural and Business Studies Project is                  

indispensable, underlining a widespread awareness to a greater openness of economic disciplines, be it              

compulsory or optional. Hence, it was decided to share the voice of the experts expressing their position                 

about the question survey: it can be stated that their points of view are very close to the CSB Project                    

objectives. 
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“It is too theoretical and too focused on current market problems - without forecasting and               

teaching communication skills” (Poland). 

 

“Although some universities still offer pluralistic curricula, the teaching of economics is slowly             

moving towards homogeneity and mainstream theories” (Italy). 

 

“The increasing focus on HE in the UK is towards employability. This follows a raft of HE reforms in                   

recent years to turn inject market principles into HE provision. Humanities and Arts are increasingly               

viewed as 'soft' degrees, with degrees in STEM subjects and business viewed as those which               

increase students’ ability to get a job afterwards. In other words, the 'value' of degree programs is                 

now viewed through the prism of post-degree wage. This has led to degradation in standards               

within business degrees as theoretical and empirically tough degrees are being replaced with             

modules designed to prepare students for the workplace” (United Kingdom). 
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“The main problem with economic education in my Country is that the students are not aware that                 

they need to be well prepared not only in mathematics, but also in sociology, psychology or                

anthropology to better understand the economic human action” (Romania). 

 

It is in very bad shape, since it is dominated by narrow-minded neo-classical professors while their                

critical opponents are mostly very weak in their formal abilities (Austria). 

 

Proliferation of private schools, mainly in the area of business, lowered down the standards and               

quality of the education. However, there are lead universities (public in our case) that offer               

accredited quality programs. When it comes to interdisciplinary, business programmes focus           

mostly on (business) ethics and cross-cultural courses (Bosnia Herzegovina).  

 

There is a lack of understanding of the dynamics between theory and practice, and this is often                 

reflected in poor teaching of the subjects. Furthermore, this hinders the opportunity to include              

more interdisciplinary topics into courses and teaching (Croatia).  
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National Report – Italy 

Italy has been one of the first countries to conform its education system to the new orientations adapting                  

the structure of its single cycle five-year courses to a structure made up by a first level Bachelor’s degree (3                    

years) followed by a second level Master’s degree (2 years). 

Despite its commitment to change and the reactivity with which reforms were implemented, the Italian               

system presents a number of peculiarities compared to the denomination of the degrees, the awarding of                

the title of “Doctor” and the presence, at a Post-Doctoral level, of the institution in regards to the “Assegno                   

di Ricerca''. In relation to the linguistic and conceptual divergences, in the Italian system the term                

“Diploma” refers to a “High School living qualification (Diploma dell’Esame di Stato/Maturità)” (Cimea             

2003:6) while in the majority of the European Countries it defines the qualification obtained at the end of                  

the Bachelor’s degree. Meanwhile in Italy the academic title of “Doctor” is awarded upon completion of the                 

first level of secondary higher education, in other European Countries it is awarded on completion of the                 

Ph.D (Doctor of Philosophy). Furthermore, the Italian Post-Doctoral Research Grant is usually defined as              

“Assegno di Ricerca '' rather than “Postdoctoral Fellowship''. 

 

Italian National System of degree classes 

 

Another distinctive characteristic of the Italian system is the grouping of the degree courses in degree                

classes. The degree classes are groups of degree programmes belonging to the same cycle – whose                

denomination is defined by the University – having the same qualifying objectives and training activities in a                 

certain amount of credits as well as in well-defined compulsory disciplines. In this sense, the characteristics                

of the classes are established at the national level by Ministerial Decrees and are common to all the                  

Universities in the Italian territory (D.M. 245/2000). 

Universities offer different degree courses in the same degree class to provide the students with adequate                

knowledge of general scientific principles and mastery of methods as well as specific professional skills               

(Cimea 2003:10). In spite of the variety of the curricula, a University is able to offer the courses belonging to                    

the same class having the same legal value. Currently, the Italian Higher Education system offers 43 degree                 
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classes for Bachelors, 94 classes for Master’s Degrees, 4 classes for the Degrees in health professions, 4                 

Master’s Degrees in health professions, 1 class for the single-cycle Master’s Degrees in Law and 1 class for                  

the single-cycle Master’s Degree in Primary Education Sciences (D.M. 245/2000). 

 

The results of the national survey 

 

Chart 1. Public and Private Universities in Italy 

 

According to the list provided by Universitaly, in Italy there are 101 Universities. In this list, 23 of them do                    

not have Economics or Business programmes. Therefore, from 78 universities which remain, 68% of them               

are public and 32% are private (Chart 1). This indicates that in the Italian educational system, the public                  

sector remains dominant compared to the private one. 
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Chart 2. The degree courses in Italy 

 

The relevance of the public sector in Italy, in terms of educational offer as it was previously outlined, is even                    

more evident with a 72% (or more than 2/3) of the total number of degree courses offered are public and                    

only 28% is private (Chart 2). 
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Chart 3. First and second level education in Italy 

 

Due to the high number of academic institutions, the Italian education offer is the largest among the                 

partner countries of the CSB project. On the total count, 692 degree courses in Economics and/or Business,                 

where 314 (45%) are of the first level (Bachelor’s degrees) and 378 (55%) are of the second level education                   

(Master’s degree) (Chart 3). The reason for this imbalance between second and first levels, with a clear                 

predominance to the second level education, is probably related to the request for an offer by a higher                  

number of qualifying courses in specific fields. This represents an important strategy implemented by the               

Sapienza University to give new instruments and make the recent graduates more attractive in innovative               

and highly specialized working environments. In fact, the purpose of the first level education is to provide                 

an essential cultural background that is implementable through a second level education. 
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Chart 4. Degree of diffusion of cultural modules in degree courses 

 

Coming now to the heart of the matter, the data show that 60% of the degree courses have at least one                     

compulsory or optional module in subjects with a cultural, humanistic or social vocation (Chart 4). This                

figure represents an unexpected positive phenomenon highlighting an existing attention to the cultural             

dimension of the economic educational offer. However, the initial enthusiasm on this positive outcome              

needs to be downsized as in most cases the degree course offers only a single (compulsory or optional)                  

module in this subject area and it usually is in “Economic History”.  
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Chart 5. Types of cultural modules 

 

Another important point to be considered resides in the cultural modules’ role within the structure of the                 

degree course. In other words, it is important to find out if the majority of the total number of cultural                    

studies is “compulsory” or “optional”. The analysis of the data survey suggests that 47% of the total                 

number of cultural modules is compulsory, while 28% is optional and 25% includes both the cases (Chart 5).                  

If we add up both the values containing compulsory modules, we find that they are 72% of the total                   

number. As in the previous case, the enthusiasm for the positive outcome should be downsized because of                 

the limited number of modules in each degree course.  
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Chart 6. Distribution of the subjects in cultural modules 

 

Among the most frequent subjects in cultural modules “Economic History” stands out with 45% of the total                 

offer (Chart 6). In second place, it is “History of Economic Thought” with 13%, followed by “Economic                 

Geography” (11%), “Business History” (9%), “Economic Sociology” (6%), “Sociology” (6%), “Geopolitics”           

(3%), “Ethics” (3%), “Sociology of Organizations” (2%), “Sociology of Innovation” (1%), “Cultural            

Anthropology” (1%), “Cultural Studies” (1%). 
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Chart 7. Distribution of the subjects in compulsory cultural modules 

 

It should be noted that the data on all cultural modules are radically different from those identified, by                  

differentiating between mandatory and optional modules. Although “Economic History” remains in first            

place with 65% of the compulsory modules, the data on the remaining subjects are markedly different                

(Chart 7). In this case, in fact, in second place it is “Economic Geography” with 11% of the cases, followed                    

by “Business History” (9%), “History of Economic Thought” (7%), “Ethics” (3%), “Economic Sociology” (2%),              

“Cultural Anthropology” (2%), “Sociology” (1%).  
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Chart 8. Distribution of the subjects in optional cultural modules 
 

Moving on to the most frequent subjects in the optional cultural modules (Chart 8), we note that                 

“Economic History” remains firm in the first place with 25% of cases, followed by “History of Economic                 

Thought” (19%), “Economic Geography” (12%), “Sociology” (11%), “Economic Sociology” (10%), “Business           

History” (10%), “Geopolitics” (6%), “Ethics” (4%), “Sociology of Organization” (3%). What is striking about              

these data is the relative relevance attributed to subjects such as cultural anthropology and especially               

ethics. The latter should, in fact, represent a desirable compulsory education in all degree courses in                

economics, whether aimed at the private profession, the business administration or finance. 
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Peculiarities 

 

Some interesting peculiarities emerged from the Italian survey. Firstly, it was interesting to find out that the                 

(public) University of Brescia stands out for the highest number of modules with a cultural, humanistic and                 

social vocation in all four of the degree classes in Italy. Despite the limited number of degree courses                  

offered (14), it includes numerous compulsory and optional modules of a sociological nature (general              

sociology, sociology of the organization, economic sociology, sociology of innovation) as well as historical              

one (economic history, business history, history of globalization) within its study program plans.  

Also the E-campus Telematic University gets attention to experience a three-year course (L33) in              

“Psycho-economics” with the aim to encourage a "rethinking of the postulates" of the neoclassical              

economy to respond to the needs of a "socio-economic reality, expressed by a world increasingly               

interconnected and interdependent, [which] is progressively imposing on researchers the urgency of            

rethinking the discipline” . Among the northern realities, the University of Turin stands out for the               
15

particular attention given to the integration of economic and sociological modules. Within the 26 degree               

courses offered, it is possible to identify numerous compulsory and optional courses on General Sociology,               

Economic Sociology, Sociology of Consumption, Sociology of Tourism, Sociology of Money, Sociology of             

Innovation, etc. 

Finally, in the Universities with a declared religious orientation (LUMSA in Rome and SacroCuore in Milan)                

there are courses that are not counted in the ministerial curriculum and that provide compulsory hours of                 

higher religious education. 

 

15 (http://www2.uniecampus.it/facolta/laurea-economia/corso-laurea-triennale-psicoeconomia.asp) 
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National Report - Albania 

 

General information 

Albania is a developing country and the consequences of the transition phase are still evident and which                 

have had an impact in the economic, social, political and educational sphere. The education system in                

Albania is a system that has changed over the years and its reforms have aimed to establish and consolidate                   

an education system closer to the European standards. Educational reforms have affected education cycles              

starting from the lower cycle to the University level. This research presents a more detailed and deeper                 

situation regarding the status of higher education institutions in Albania (laws, reforms) focusing on              

providing a clear view of the current situation. There have been and continue to be controversial cases in                  

Albania regarding university education, with its weak and strong points about laws, by-laws, regulating the               

University education system.  

After the Bologna Declaration signed in 2003, Albania's education system began to be organized into two                

main cycles: undergraduates and graduates. In order to move to the second cycle, students must complete                

successfully the first cycle, the Bachelor degree (lasts three academic years). The second cycle lasts two                

years for the Master of Science Degree, whereas the professional Master one year and a half.  

The system is based on the ECTS system in order to achieve the mobility of students worldwide, which is                   

seen from a wider perspective with long term positive effect in students’ capacity building and training such                 

as to the teachers, able to attend and experience various training courses and mobility. The curricula is                 

enriched and developed, research programs are being conducted effectively and inter-institutional           

cooperation is being put into practice. Therefore, it remains to put all the efforts and adapt to the constant                   

changes in the European Space of Higher Education hoping that all the universities have and will contribute                 

for this initiative.  

Law nr. 80/2015 on health education and research in higher education institutions in the Republic of                

Albania is currently the basic document and the regulator for most of the problems and themes related to                  

higher education: the law and the articles regulate and try to maintain the balance of strategic key points in                   

higher education. Even though it is a small country, Albania tried to make the university education system                 

as diverse as each student is free to choose the branch and university that one wants to study.  
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According to figures of the Albanian Ministry of Education (2019), in Albania there is a total of 40                  

universities, out of which 15 as public institutions of higher education and 25 non-public institutions               

operating and offering their services in the university education system. The number of students enrolled               

and attending university courses, regardless of whether the university is public or private, is about 129.394                

students, enrolled in the academic year 2017-2018, according to INSTAT (2018), while official figures for the                

academic year 2018-2019 are not made public.  

Values and principles of a traditional society characterise Albania, where stereotypes affect some aspects of               

social life, in particular the gender balance in choosing study programs and jobs. It is noticed that there are                   

some differences that come as a result of the division and stereotyping of professions and what should be                  

emphasized is that efforts have been made in recent years to overcome these stereotyping, mostly coming                

from gender differences. Men prefer to pursue their studies in professions such as engineering and the                

exact sciences, while women prefer and pursue studies in social and health care. Nevertheless, in recent                

years it seems that gender differences are not relevant and the selection of the branches of study is done                   

according to the preferences and skills of the students, where there is an increase in the number of women                   

who choose engineering, computer sciences and related branches. The incidence of such categorisations in              

society leads to a more liberal and European society, as Albania is aspiring to join the European Union,                  

undergoing various reforms in every field.  

 

How the national university system fits the Bologna Process 

 

Various reforms in several fields are being implemented and ongoing in Albania. One of the reforms that                 

radically changed the university education system was the implementation and adaptation of the Bologna              

Card system. In 2003, Albania undertook this reform aiming to be closer to the European countries’                

standards, becoming one of the 48 European member states, which constantly would make the utmost               

efforts for the upgrading and internationalization of higher education. 

Adaptation to the Bologna Process radically changed the university education in Albania: the structure, the               

credit based system, the curricula, the syllabi format, the students’ submission criteria, the necessity of               
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inter-institutional agreements. For the first time, Albania used the 3+2 system, dividing the study period               

into 3 years of Bachelor level and 2 years of study in the Master cycle, to continue with postgraduate study                    

programs such as doctoral and postdoctoral studies. This system resulted in positive changes for Albania               

since it strengthened the quality of education, but also made it easier to unify periods of study or diplomas                   

between different countries that apply this kind of system. But on the other hand, it shook the foundations                  

set up so far in terms  

of the functioning and organization of the study cycles. Like any reform, the reform in education had its                  

period of contestation, scepticism and refusal. However, the governmental structures and the experts in              

the field saw the benefits of the adaptation in accordance to the Bologna Card for the education system in                   

Albania and its status.  

 

National legislation concerning the activation of a degree course 

 

Albania started its reform process in 2004, with a process of amendments in 1999 and 2006 and with the                   

institution, in 2007, of the Law on the Higher Education in the Republic of Albania and, in 2008, of the                    
16

National Strategy of Higher Education 2008-2013 .  
17

What are the laws that regulate and step by step allow the adaptation to the Bologna system? How does                   

the opening of a study or transfer program function? What are the rules regarding the ECTS in Albania? 

As mentioned at the beginning of the study, the primary and the basic law from which many of the by-laws                     

and decisions derive, which serves as a catalyst and stabilizer of changes in university education in Albania                 

is “Law no. 80/2015 On Higher Education and Research in Higher Education Institutions in the Republic of                 

Albania”. Pursuant to Article 30 of the Law on Higher Education, the opening of an institution of higher                  

education, the closure and the division or unification of an institution with another institution of higher                

education is done only by the decision of the Council of Ministers, upon the proposal of the relevant                  

Minister for Education. 

The opening of a higher education institution must meet the academic standards, possess the necessary               

financial means to ensure the completion of the studies started by each registered student and must also                 

16 Government of Albania, Law on Higher Education No. 80/2015, Government of Albania, Tirana,                           
2015. 
17 Council of Ministers of Albania, National Strategy for Higher Education 2008-2013Decision No.                         
1509, Council of Ministers of Albania, Tirana, 2008,               
http://www.herdata.org/public/ALEN-National-Strategy-for-Higher-Education.pdf. 
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meet the other criteria set forth in this law or by-laws, ensuring the quality of the                

planned study programs as well as other activities of the institution. After that the Council of Ministers                 

reviews the respective proposal for the opening of an institution and approves its opening, this institution                

starts its activity only after the Minister of Education issues the order. The procedure for opening the study                  

programs is carried out in accordance with Article 35 of the LAL, which stipulates that the opening of study                   

programs, closure, as well as their reorganization to the extent of over 20 percent, is approved by the                  

Minister responsible for Education, based upon the request of the higher education institution as well               

based on the assessment of skills needed in the labour market and in accordance with the provisions of this                   

law. While the opening of a new study program in a public institution of higher education is done with the                    

prior approval of the National Agency for Higher Education Financing (NAHEF), in all cases when its opening                 

requires funding from the State Budget. In cases when the program opens without the approval of the                 

NAHEF, the higher education institution undertakes itself to cover the expenses of the study program               

permanently, and this applies to private higher education institutions. Higher education institutions offer             

study programs organized in modules and evaluated in credits according to the ECTS system. The programs                

of the first cycle of study contain 180 ECTS and the normal duration is 3 years. Master programs contain                   

120 ECTS with a normal duration of 2 academic years, whereas Professional Master’s Degree study               

programs contain 90 ECTS. To continue the studies in master programs, students must first complete the                

Bachelor cycle and meet the criteria provided by the higher education institutions.  

The students who want to follow a Bachelor study program must have an average of the High School grades                   

6 and over and for those study programs in education fields, the average of the High School must be 7 and                     

over. A general criterion, applied to the admission of candidates to the Master program in both public and                  

private institutions, is the average of the Bachelor study program and the certification of one of the 5                  

foreign languages of the European Union such as English, Italian, French, German and Spanish in a level A1                  

to B1.The language certificate must be internationally recognized.  

 

Placement of graduates in the economic classes 

 

In Albania, admission to the first cycle of studies is possible for every candidate who has completed the                  

High School and meets the criteria of the average of his grades determined each year by the decision of the                    

Council of Ministers. Higher education institutions may also set additional admission criteria for candidates              
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who intend to apply for a specific study program. About 1300 quotas are available              

at the beginning of the academic year from the University of Tirana for students who want to pursue their                   

studies in the field of economics, while other quotas are made available by other public and private                 

universities offering study programs in the Economy Sciences. Based on this fact, it can be stated that study                  

programs in Economics and Business are among the most sought-after study programs and this is proved by                 

the numerous applications and quotas for these programs. This brings to a large number of students                

graduating every year in this study program, adding to the market a lot of professionals in Economics and                  

Business fields. Regarding the Scientific Master study program the admission criteria are based on the               

average of the student’s grades, the quotas, the ETCS obtained, the foreign language certificate as well as                 

on the other admission criteria set by the institution. 

 

State of the art  

 

By collecting and converting categorical data into non-categorical, it has been able to analyse the education                

system in Albania and draw some conclusions. The data was collected from the site              

https://ualbania.arsimi.gov.al/ which contains information about the study programs of Albanian          

Universities. Other data was collected from the official Universities’ websites. According to the Ministry of               

Education of Albania 2019, Albania counts 40 universities in total, out of which (16) are public universities                 

and 62% are private universities (25). As it can be noticed from the data, Albanian education is dominated                  

from the private shares. While analysing the data, it was needed to omit 15 universities that do not have                   

Economics or Business programs. Therefore, in total there are 9 public and 17 private universities, with an                 

Economics and/or Business Faculty. The following Chart 1 represents the share of public versus private               

Higher education institutions. 

 
Chart 1. Institutions of Albania 
 
Regarding Cultural Studies modules, it is necessary to divide them into two aspects. First of all, it is accurate                   

to separate the studying cycle into Bachelor’s and Master’s Degree. There are 10 Bachelor’s Degrees study                

programs that do not contain a Cultural Studies in Business module, counting 7 Universities in total. While                 

looking at the Master’s Degrees study program, we count 47 without a CSB module. Therefore, the number                 

of Master’s Degrees study programs without CSB is considerably high, relatively compared to Bachelor’s              
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study programs. This leads to the conclusion that the Master Degrees study            

programs in Albanian universities are mostly focused on specialised courses rather than in Art and Cultural                

modules.  

Secondly, it is important to examine if there is any difference between private and public universities. Three                 

public universities do not have a CSB module in the first cycle, while four private Universities do not apply                   

CSB modules. The number of Universities without a CSB module in the second cycle is 17, out of which 9 are                     

private and 8 are public ones. As the numbers show, there is no significant difference between private and                  

public Universities regarding the CSB modules in Bachelor’s Degree study programs. The same is valid for                

the second cycle. This indicates that the Economics curriculum approved by the Ministry of Albania does                

not favour Art and Cultural Studies, especially in Master’s Degrees study programs. In addition, there are 64                 

Bachelor study programs containing a CSB module, while only 14 Master programs out of 61 have an Art                  

and Cultural module. The following chart presents the data for the CSB module for each cycle. 

 

 
Source: Ministry of Education in Albania 
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Chart 2. Universities with Business Faculty 
 
 

 
Source: Ministry of Education in Albania 

 
 
 
 
Chart 3. Total of Cycles 
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Source: U Albania 
 

 

According to the Stockholm School of Economics: “Art has the capacity to generate sensuous experiences,               

provoke and inspire through artistic tools. In combination with the humanities it enhances our ability of                

critical thinking and conveys a further understanding of ourselves and societal context” (Stockholm School              

of Economics, 2018). As the modern employment market goes beyond the concrete skills such as talent and                 

creativity, it becomes more difficult for students with only good grades to transfer their skills abroad.                

Hence, in order for students to be fully integrated in the global market and easily transfer their knowledge                  

internationally, Art and Cultural Studies should be at the core of the Social and Humanities study programs. 

When analysing the state of art in Albanian universities, it was observed specifically the modules containing                

cultural aspects. The range of the modules is diverse. There are courses for Ethics and Communication,                

History of Economic thought, Psychology, Philosophy, Sociology, Cultural and Art studies, etc. The module              

with the highest percentage is Ethics and Communication, which represents 30.3% of the total modules,               

followed by Sociology and Philosophy with 26.2% and History of Economic Thought 18.5%. The other               

modules contain only a small portion of the CSB topics. Moreover, when surveying the compulsory and                

elective data (Chart 5), it can be noted that 54% are compulsory and 46% are elective courses for Bachelor’s                   

Degree study programs. While looking at the Master’s Degree study program, 81% of the CSB modules are                 

compulsory and only 19% are elective courses. Based on these data, it can be concluded that despite the                  

lack of CSB modules in Master programs, the majority of the modules (when there are CSB modules) are                  

compulsory courses. 
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Chart 4. CSB Modules 
 

 

Source: U Albania, 2019 

 

Chart 5. Type of CSB Module for each cycle 

 

 
Source: U Albania 
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National Report – Croatia 

HE system in Croatia – historical development and structure 

The Croatian higher education (HE) system has a long lasting tradition concentrated within the activity of its                 

public universities: J.J. Strossmayer University of Osijek, Juraj Dobrila University of Pula, University of             

Dubrovnik, University of Rijeka, University of Split, University of Zadar and University of Zagreb. Croatian HE               

system is organised as binary which means that students can choose either university or professional               

studies: 

● University studies are programmes delivered exclusively by Universities; 

● Professional studies are programmes delivered at Polytechnics or Colleges of Applied Sciences. In             

some exceptions, Universities can also deliver professional study programmes. 

Croatia has both public and private higher education institutions. The majority of Croatian universities are               

public. However, the private HE system has also gained momentum and recently many private Universities               

and Colleges of Applied Science are founded, especially in the area of business and economics studies.                

Among HEIs providing professional studies the situation is different. Almost all Polytechnics are public,              

while the majority of  

 

Colleges of Applied Sciences are private. Both polytechnics and colleges of Applied Sciences are actively               

offering first and second cycle professional study programmes. The increase in the number of newly               

established HEIs is noted on a frequent basis. For instance, more than 30 HEIs, mainly private Colleges and                  

public Polytechnics, were founded in the areas of special state care in order to ensure the polycentric                 

development of HE in the Republic of Croatia. During this period, first private universities were established. 

 

The Bologna Process and reforms in Croatian HE system 

 

Croatian HE system has had significant problems by being misaligned with the system of European Higher                

Education Area (EHEA) suggesting that significant reforms needed to be undertaken. In 2001 the              

Government of the Republic of Croatia signed the Bologna Declaration and adopted the Educational Sector               

Development Plan 2005 – 2010 which defined the goals, among which the establishment of an external                
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quality assurance system by 2006 was the main goal along with the improvement             

in the quality and efficiency of studying. The first step in the reform of Croatian HE system has been the                    

reform of study programs by introducing the undergraduate, graduate and professional study programs in              

line with the Bologna cycles in 2005, when first students were enrolled and had to comply with the Bologna                   

education study program. During the period of 2005-2009 the third cycle (postgraduate) programs were              

also reformed. The Croatian HE system underwent reforms in order to align with the framework offered by                 

the Bologna Process. The Croatian HE system is now designed in three cycles (undergraduate, graduate and                

postgraduate) and advancement through studies is regulated by the system of transferable credits (ECTS),              

thus making it easier for international students (from Europe and beyond) to study in Croatia and have                 

their studies recognised in their home countries and vice versa. In 2006, the development of the Croatian                 

Qualifications Framework (CROQF) started. The main goal of the CROQF was to align qualification levels               

attained in Croatian HE system with the appropriate European Qualifications Framework (EQF) and             

Qualifications framework in the European higher education area (QF-EHEA) levels. In the academic year              

2009/2010, two significant changes occurred in Croatian HE system. The first was the introduction of the                

State Matura Exam for the completion of a four-year secondary education. Secondly, it was the               

establishment of a centralised enrolment system for applications in the higher education institutions. When              

candidates are ranked for enrollment, the results of the State Matura exam are taken into account.  
18

In order to further improve the HE system, the procedure of external quality assurance of higher education                 

institutions was introduced. The goal of the procedure was to secure that institutions and their study                

programmes are aligned with quality assurance requirements. During 2008 and 2009, in line with the Act on                 

Science and Higher Education, 21 HEIs underwent external evaluations.  

 

In April 2009, the Act on Quality Assurance in Science and Higher Education was adopted, which set stage                  

for the process of re-accreditation of HEIs in Croatia. By the end of 2013, HEIs delivered study programmes                  

in the fields of economics, technical and biotechnical sciences, and the majority of private higher education                

institutions underwent the re-accreditation process, followed by study programmes in social sciences and             

humanities. In 2013, a team of experts worked on the Strategy for Education, Science and Technology, and                 

its draft version was presented in September 2013, followed by public discussion. Eventually, the Strategy               

was adopted in October 2014. All of these reforms had a goal, which was vital for the alignment of Croatian                    

18 State Matura exams have replaced the old system of entrance exams at higher education                             
institutions. 
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HE system with EHEA. As a result, these comprehensive reforms had an aim to              

contribute directly to the: 1) integration of Croatian HE system within EHEA, 2) improvement of the quality                 

of the study programmes and their delivery, 3) increase of international student and staff mobility, 4)                

recognisability and reliability of Croatian HE qualifications, and 5) access of people with foreign HE               

qualifications to the Croatian labour market. 

 

Study programs in Croatian HE system 

 

Study programs in Croatian HE system are delivered at University and Professional level. University study               

programs qualify students to work in science and higher education, private and public sector and society in                 

general, as well as to develop and apply scientific and professional knowledge. Professional study programs              

provide students with an appropriate level of knowledge and skills required to work in applied professions,                

as well as a direct integration within the workplace. University study programs are delivered at three levels:                 

undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate. Professional study can be short professional studies,           

undergraduate professional studies or specialist graduate professional studies. 

Undergraduate programs normally last three (180 ECTS) to four (240 ECTS) years. Upon completion,              

students are awarded an academic title of Bachelor (cro. prvostupnik) with reference to a concentration.               

Graduate programs normally last one (60 ECTS) to two (120 ECTS) years. The total number of credits earned                  

after completing both undergraduate and graduate must be at least 300 ECTS. Upon completion of both                

undergraduate and graduate studies, students are awarded an academic title of Master with reference to a                

concentration. Postgraduate university studies are divided into Specialist and Doctoral studies. Specialist            

studies last for one to two years. Upon completion, the student is awarded the title of University Specialist                

with reference to a concentration (univ. spec.). Doctoral studies last three years (180 ECTS). Upon              

completion of doctoral study, the academic title of Doctor of Science or Doctor of Arts is awarded (dr. sc. or                    

dr. art.). 

Professional studies are divided into short professional studies, undergraduate professional studies, and            

specialist professional graduate studies. Short professional studies last two (120 ECTS) to two and a half               

(150 ECTS) years. Upon completion, students are awarded a professional title of Bachelor (cro.             

stručnipristupnik/pristupnica) with reference to a concentration. Undergraduate professional studies last          

three (exceptionally four) years and students earn 180-240 ECTS credits. Specialist professional graduate             
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studies last one to two years and students can earn 60-120 ECTS credits. Upon              

completion, students are awarded a title of a specialist of the respective profession. The total number of                 

credits earned after completing both undergraduate and graduate professional studies is at least 300 ECTS.               

In certain professions such as medicine, dentistry, law, veterinary medicine and education, there is an               

integrated undergraduate and graduate university course that lasts from five to six years. The first and                

second cycles normally take five or six years, during which students are required to earn 300 or 360 ECTS                   

credits respectively. Upon completion, students are awarded a diploma and the academic title of Master               

(magistarstruke) with an indication of the field of study. Upon completion of integrated first and second                

cycle programs in medicine, dentistry and veterinary medicine students receive the academic title of Doctor               

(doktorstruke) with an indication of the field of study (e.g. Doctor of Medicine). Students with this degree                 

can continue their studies in university postgraduate programs or enter the labour market. Currently, there               

are 2495 accredited study programs in the Republic of Croatia.  In the following Chart 1, there is a                 
19

complete overview of Croatian HE system with respect to horizontal (university vs. professional) and              

vertical (undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate) classification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19 More information on accredited study programmes can be found on the website of Ministry of                               
Science and Education (http://mzos.hr/dbApp/pregled.aspx?appName=StudProgrami) (accessed         
11.02.2019) 
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Chart 1. Overview of Croatian HE system 

 

 
Source: Agency for science and higher education 

 
 

Accreditation of HEIs and study programmes 

 

The Agency for Science and Higher Education (ASHE) carries out part of the procedure of initial                

accreditation of higher education institutions, pursuant to the Act on Quality Assurance in Science and               

Higher Education (OG 45/09) and the Ordinance on the Content of a Licence and Conditions for Issuing a                  

Licence for Performing Higher Education Activity, Carrying out a Study Programme and Re-Accreditation of              

Higher Education Institutions (OG 24/2010). The initial accreditation is carried out in accordance with the               

Procedure for the Initial Accreditation for Performing Higher Education Activity. The procedure starts with              

the applicant submitting a request for performing higher education activity to the Ministry of Science,               

Education and Sports. The application and supporting documents, as stipulated by the Scientific Activity              
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and Higher Education Act, including the description of a study programme and            

necessary Annexes, should be submitted in a written and electronic form (CD) and prepared in compliance                

with the Guidelines for Writing Study Program Proposal. 

 

Organization and delivery of study programs 

 

HEIs in Croatia operate within distinct academic calendars and therefore there might be some differences               

(two to three weeks) in the precise beginning or ending of a semester, depending on the higher education                  

institution. General overview of the academic calendar is like this: 

● In addition to grades, Croatian HEIs award ECTS credits (European Credit Transfer System), as a part                

of the Bologna system reforms. Although there is no national regulation on this issue, it is common for 1                   

ECTS credit to be equivalent to approx. 30 student working hours. Credits are awarded after a course is                  

completed and all required examinations are successfully taken. 60 ECTS credits represent the workload of               

one year of study and 30 ECTS credits represent workload of one semester. Grades and ECTS credits are                  

recorded in each student’s Student Transcript Book (cro. Indeks), which all students receive upon              

enrolment and which contains basic information on courses taken. It is therefore useful to carry the                

“Indeks” during the last four weeks of the semester when professors certify attendance at the courses with                 

their signature. When a student passes an exam, the professor will write the grade and ECTS obtained by                  

the student into the student’s “Indeks” and will sign it one more time. 

 

Study programs in business and economics 

 

The Croatian HE system has a long tradition exhibited through the long withstanding public universities.               

However, private Universities have recently started to develop in Croatia, especially in the fields of Business                

and Economics studies for which there is a high demand. Croatia has a twofold HE system, meaning that                  

potential students can choose between two types of HE studies: a) University studies consisting of              

academic programs that are conducted solely at universities, and b) Professional studies consisting of              

professional programs conducted at polytechnics or colleges of applied sciences (exceptionally, professional            

programmes can also be implemented at universities). Currently, there are 8 public universities, 11 public               
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polytechnic universities, 3 public colleges, 2 private universities, 19 private          

colleges, 5 are private polytechnic universities in the HE system of Republic of Croatia (Figure 1). 

 

Chart 2. Constituents of HE system in Croatia 

 

 
 

Analysis of cultural studies in business modules in study programmes of Croatian HEIs             

Methodology 

 

Following, there are presented some findings from a comprehensive analysis of study programs in              

Business and Economics in the Republic of Croatia. Our search strategy comprised a step by step analysis.                 

In the first stage, all study programmes in Business and Economics that are being offered by HEIs in the                   

Republic of Croatia were extracted. In the next step, the samples were limited to the study programs                 

provided by the first and the second cycle programs, i.e., undergraduate, graduate and integrated study               

programs. Afterwards, in order to identify the modules/courses that have a CSB module, a search with                

keywords (e.g., sociology, philosophy, history, culture, psychology, communication, politics, anthropology,          

behaviour, etc) was conducted. Eventually, after narrowing down the list, our sample comprised 139              

undergraduate and graduate degree programs in Business/Economics and related fields that entail some             

form of CSB module.  
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Key Findings 

 

It is noted that from the total number of study programs in Business & Economics, 32 study programs (23%)                   

do not contain CSB modules whereas 107 programs (77%) have CSB modules. In terms of cycles, from 32                  

programs without CSB, 10 of them are at undergraduate (1st cycle) whereas 22 are at graduate (2nd cycle)                  

level. Findings also show that the majority of study programs in Business and Economics contain CSB                

modules (107). Out of 107 programs, 53 (49%) are for the undergraduate level, 50 (47%) are for the                  

graduate level and 4 (4%) are at integrated (bachelor + master) level. The findings are showcased in the                  

following figure. 

 

Chart 3. Breakdown of study programs along CSB criteria 

 

In terms whether CSB module is a compulsory or an elective course, the findings suggest that 57 study                  

programs (53%) have CSB modules that are compulsory, 36 study programs (34%) offer CSB modules as                

elective courses, whereas 14 of them (13%) offer CSB modules that are both compulsory and elective. In                 

total, 107 study programmes have 319 CSB modules within. The breakdown of categories of CSB modules is                 

provided in the figure below.  
20

 

20 Some of the modules had labels from two categories (e.g., ethics and social responsibility;                             
cross-cultural communication). In such cases, the modules have been put only in one category. 
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Chart 4. Broad categories of CSB modules 

 

 
 

As findings suggest, the majority of CSB courses (18%) fall within the “Communication and Negotiation”               

category. Within this category, modules deal with communication theory and practice as well as principles               

of negotiation and specific areas of communication such as integrated marketing communications,            

corporate communications, business etiquette, etc. Second largest category (16%) comprises modules           
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concentrated within “Globalization & International Studies”. Within this category,         

CSB modules deal with international aspects of doing Business, International Marketing, International            

Relations, International Entrepreneurship, Globalization, International Political Economy, etc. Third largest          

category is “Cultural Studies in Business & Economics” (14%) in which cross-cultural aspects of Business and                

Economics are accentuated. In this category, all Business and Economics topics that have a culturally-bound               

agenda are classified. Within many, this category comprises modules that deal with cross-cultural             

management, cross-cultural communication and negotiation, cultural aspects of doing business, world           

cultures, etc. Fourth category in terms of significance is “Ethics” (9%) within which various aspects of ethics                 

in business and economics are taught. “Anthropology, Sociology & Philosophy” is the next important              

category (8%). Within this category, both basic (e.g., sociology, anthropology) and applied modules (e.g.,              

economic sociology, tourism sociology) are offered. Sixth category in terms of importance is “Media Studies               

& PR” (8%). In this category, varieties of modules dealing with new and traditional media are offered, as                  

well as public relation techniques and principles. Category “Psychology” (5%) comprises modules that deal              

with psychological aspects, both in basic and applied sense. Within the “Consumer Behavior” category (5%),               

modules cover topics of consumption and consumers’ behaviour. Modules from the category “History of              

Economic Thought” (4%) represent modules that cover historical perspectives in the development of             

economic theory. “Social Responsibility & Sustainability” (2%) category has modules that deal with various              

aspects of socially-responsible behaviour, sustainability practices and modern citizenship. Within the           

“Entrepreneurship & Innovation” category (1%), modules deal with aspects of entrepreneurial behaviour. In             

the end, the category “Other” comprises modules that have CSB perspective, but do not fall within any of                  

the above defined categories. In this category a dominant space is occupied by topics of organizational                

behaviour and leadership. 
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National Report – The Republic of North Macedonia 

 

HE system in The Republic of North Macedonia – historical development and structure 

 

The Republic of North Macedonia has a very old tradition of higher education concentrated mainly within                

the Public University St Kiril and Metodij which started from 1943 and on. Our educational system consists                 

of Public and Private Universities and Colleges. Both Private and Public Universities can offer University               

studies and Professional Studies. University studies are academic programs. Professional studies are            

professional programs that lead to professional degrees. 

 
 
Chart 1. Institutions 
 

 
 

Higher education comprises three levels: Undergraduate, Master and Doctoral studies. In the Republic of              

North Macedonia, higher education activities are organized in 28 higher education institutions, of which six               

(6) state universities, one (1) private non-profit higher education institution, ten (10) private universities,              

four (4) high schools and four (4) scientific institutes (where second cycle of studies are organized), as well                  

as two (2) faculties: the Orthodox Theological Faculty in Skopje and the Faculty of  
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Islamic Sciences in Skopje. Also, higher education is organized by the Military Academy "General Mihailo               

Apostolski" in Skopje. The total number of research organizations is 124.  

According to the data of the State Statistical Office, a total of 56.941 students were enrolled in the                  

academic year 2017/2018, a decrease of 2% in relation to the academic year 2016/2017. The number of                 

enrolled students is 31.669 or 55.6%. Most students (85.7%) are enrolled in state higher education               

institutions, while 13.9% are enrolled in private higher education institutions. In the first year of study, in                 

the academic year 2017/2018, 15 094 students or 26.5% were enrolled. (MES, Strategic plan 2019 - 2021).                 

The first Private University was established in 2003, and Euro College was the second Private Higher                

Educational Institution. 

 

The Bologna Process in Western Balkan and North Macedonia 

 

In the 2000s, in all of the Western Balkans countries, Bologna related reforms of higher education took                 

place, including changes in legislation and, less often, changes in funding arrangements, as well as changes                

in curricula. This change can be seen in the multiplication of the Higher Educational Institutions in the                 

Western Balkans region, from around 20 state Universities and no private ones in 1990’s to more than 50                  

state universities currently, and more than 250 private ones.  

In 2015 in the region of the Western Balkans, there were 140 registered Higher Educational Institutions                

(HEI), with 5,213 study programs. Macedonia has the largest number of study programs for BA studies (82,                 

6 % of all study programs are at the BA level). By area, regarding the average of all of the Countries in the                       

region of the Western Balkans, Macedonia has the highest number in study programs of Information &                

Communication Technologies (9, 8 %). North Macedonia joined the Bologna Process in 2003. After many               

changes, on May 2, 2018, the new Law on Higher Education was adopted by the Macedonian Parliament.                 

This law should be more inclusive toward the teaching staff and students, with the main goal of improving                  

the autonomy and quality of higher education in general. All of the higher educational Institutions by the                 

new law from 2018 should be not profit making Institutions. 
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Study programs and National framework 

 

Study programs in Macedonian HE system are delivered at University and professional level. University              

study programs qualify students to work in science and higher education, private and public sector and                

society in general, as well as to develop and apply scientific and professional knowledge. Professional study               

programs provide students with an appropriate level of knowledge and skills required to work in applied                

professions, as well as a direct integration within the workplace. 

University study programs are delivered at three levels: Undergraduate, Graduate and Postgraduate.            

Professional study can be short professional studies, undergraduate professional studies or specialist            

graduate professional studies. Undergraduate programs normally last three (180 ECTS) to four (240 ECTS)              

years. Upon completion, students are awarded an academic title of Bachelor (Diplomiran) with reference to               

a concentration. Graduate programs normally last one (60 ECTS) to two (120 ECTS) years. The total number                 

of credits earned after completing both undergraduate and graduate must be at least 300 ECTS. Upon                

completion of both undergraduate and graduate studies, students are awarded an academic title of Master               

with reference to a concentration. Postgraduate university studies are divided into specialist and doctoral              

studies. Specialist studies last for one to two years. Upon completion, the student is awarded the title of                

University Specialist with reference to a concentration (univ. spec.). Doctoral studies last three years (180              

ECTS). Upon completion of doctoral study, the academic title of Doctor of Science or Doctor of Arts is                  

awarded (dr. sc. or dr. art.). 

Professional studies are divided into short professional studies, undergraduate professional studies, and            

specialist professional graduate studies. Short professional studies last one (60 ECTS) to two years (120              

ECTS). Upon completion, students are awarded a professional title of Bachelor with reference to a              

concentration. Undergraduate professional studies last three (exceptionally four) years and students earn            

180-240 ECTS credits. Specialist professional graduate studies last one to two years and students can earn                

60-120 ECTS credits. Upon completion, students are awarded a title of a specialist of the respective                

profession. The total number of credits earned after completing both undergraduate and graduate             

professional studies is at least 300 ECTS. In certain professions such as medicine, stomatology and               
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pharmacy, there is a university course that lasts from five to six years. The              

education of these profiles is regulated by special laws. 

 

According to the Macedonian Qualifications Framework, Level V, sub-level VB applies to post-secondary             

school education (specialist education and craftsman exam) and the participants receive a diploma as a               

specialist in education and a diploma for craftsman exam. Level V, sub-level VA applies to short cycles in                  

higher education and the participants receive a diploma. Level VI, sub-level VIB applies to three-year               

undergraduate studies and the participants receive a diploma. Level VI, sub-level VIA applies to four-year               

graduate studies and the participants receive a diploma. Level VII, sub-level VIIA applies to specialist studies                

and the participants receive a diploma. Level VII, sub-level VIIB applies to master studies and the                

participants receive a diploma. Level VIII applies to doctorate studies and the participants receive a               

diploma. (Table 1) 
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Source: Ministry of Education in Republic of North Macedonia, National Framework for Higher Education Qualifications for Republic 
of Macedonia - Guide  21

21http://www.mon.gov.mk/images/documents/nacionalna_ramka/National%20Framework%20for%2
0Higher%20Education%20Qualifications%20for%20Republic%20of%20Macedonia%20-%20Guide
.pdf 
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Table 1. Levels of NF-HEQ in RNM 
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According to the new Law for Higher Education in North Macedonia, the procedure for the accreditation of                 

new study programs begins with the elaboration of a project for establishing a new program. This program                 

must be submitted to the Accreditation Board of the Republic of North Macedonia and it should be                 

prepared according to the Norms and Standards regulated by the Ministry of Education. As soon as the                 

program is approved by the Accreditation Board, then upon request of the HEI, The Committee from the                 

Ministry of Education visits the HEI premises and checks the Institution. The Ministry of Education should                

give the final Decision for the program to start.  

 

Organization and delivery of study programmes 

 

HEIs in Macedonia operate within academic calendars and therefore there might be some differences (two               

to three weeks) in the precise beginning or ending of a semester, depending on the higher education                 

institution. The National framework and its qualification in our system are demonstrably based on learning               

outcomes and the qualifications are linked to ECTS (European Credit Transfer System) according to the               

Bologna system. All the student work is regulated with ECTS credits. For one year each student should have                  

60 ECTS that represent the workload of the whole year or 30 ECTS credits per semester.  

The ECTS regulation are explained in ECTS Rulebook of the Institution and all the grades and ECTS credits                  

are recorded in student’s Student Transcript Book (known as the “Indeks'') or in Electronic Student              

Transcript Book (known as “elektronskiIndeks”), which contains basic information on courses taken. The             

examination period starts usually at the end of each semester. Students can have mid –term examination                

(kolokviumi) or final examination (ispit). The examination can be held as written exams (that we are using in                  

HEI Euro College) or oral exams. The choice depends on the syllabus of the subject. The results of the                   

examinations are sent to the students and noted in the Student Transcript Book and in the Student Book                  

(Report where the academic secretary inserts their grades and information about exams). 

 

Analysis of cultural studies in business modules in study programmes of Macedonian HEIs 
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In addition to the current report, the findings are based on a comprehensive             

analysis of the curricula in the field of culture and business in Northern Macedonia. The search strategy                 

included a two-phase analysis. In the first phase all study programs for business and economics were                

selected and observed, then sociology, philosophy, politics and law; offered by higher education             

institutions in Northern Macedonia. In the next phase, it was decided to limit the research and note the                  

study programs at undergraduate and postgraduate levels.  

With the analysis, there were considered only modules that have at least a minimal connection in the                 

culture-business relation. The full list of curriculum education programs in business in North Macedonia can               

be found in a separate document in the Appendix of the current report. 

 

Chart 2. Total of CSB modules 

 

Mainly, there were analysed a total of 51 study programs at the undergraduate and graduate level, there                 

are 22 modules (43.13%) corresponding to the content of the cultural studies in business. In particular, 13                 

modules at the undergraduate level (44.83%) and 9 modules at the postgraduate level (40.91%) have               

content related to cultural studies in business (Chart 2). 
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Chart 3. CSB Modules 

 

The most common module that is found in 1/3 of the CSB programs at the undergraduate and postgraduate                  

level is business ethics (33%), followed by the module of cultural studies in business (14%), multiculturalism                

and society (11%), general cultural studies (8%), political system (6%), ethics and communications (6%), etc.  
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Chart 4. Type of CSB Module for each cycle 

 

Chart 4 shows that modules related to the cultural studies in business are more often compulsory in                 

undergraduate than in postgraduate level. Namely, 56% of the CSB modules are compulsory at the               

undergraduate study program, and 44% are compulsory at the graduate one. Consequently, 46% of the CSB                

modules are optional at the undergraduate level, and 54% of the CSB modules are optional at postgraduate                 

level. 
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National Report – Lithuania 

General information 

 

Lithuania is the biggest country of the Baltic States. Lithuania has a long and prominent tradition in regards                  

to higher education. Formerly the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Vilnius University was founded in 1579. It is                 

one of the oldest universities in Central and Eastern Europe. In the region, the oldest are only Prague                  

University and Krakow University.  

Before the access to the European Union the higher education sector became a major focus. In the 1990s,                  

the structural changes at the forefront of the Bologna-related reforms in Lithuania included the              

establishment of the European Credit Transfer System and the quality assurance system, as well as other                

factors. A three-tier structure was created at the beginning of the 1990s, partially based on the US model                  

and the four-year bachelor's and two-year master's degree structure, which was then created. Since 1993               

and in line with the Bologna ideals, there are three cycles of study within universities: first cycle                 

(undergraduate); second cycle (graduate); and third cycle (post-graduate). Oversight of the whole of the              

education system including higher education is provided by the Ministry of Education and Science.Lithuania              

ratified the Lisbon Convention in 2000 and Lithuanian diploma is recognized in all countries which have                

signed The Lisbon Convention . 
22

 

The Bologna Process and Reforms in Lithuanian HE System 

 

The higher education in Lithuania is imparted by the universities and colleges. Lithuania adopted the               

Bologna system in 2006. Tertiary education in Lithuania is based on the European credit system (ECTS). In                 

the 1990s started Bologna-related reforms (European Credit Transfer System and the quality assurance             

system). The quality of the programmes as well as the educational and scientific activities of higher                

education institutions are periodically assessed by the Centre for Quality Assessment in Higher Education              

(Studijų Kokybės Vertinimo Centras).  

 

22http://www.studyineurope.eu/the-lisbon-convention. 
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Study programs are based on 60 ECTS per year. In Lithuania, there are two types of higher education                  

institutions: 

● Universities: These higher education institutions provide academic studies that lead to a bachelor,             

master and PhD degrees.  

● Colleges: These higher education institutions are non-academic and provide vocational education           

and offer professional Bachelor degrees.  

 

Higher Education Qualifications 

 

Since 1993, there are three cycles of study within universities: first cycle (undergraduate); second cycle               

(graduate); and third cycle (post-graduate): 

1. Bachelor’s degree: This degree lasts for 3-4 years 

2. Master’s degree: This qualification lasts for 1-2 years 

3. Doctorate degree: The duration of this qualification varies depending upon the study area.  

Lithuania ratified the Lisbon Convention in 2000 and the Lithuanian diploma is recognized in all countries                

which have signed The Lisbon Convention. The studies at the higher educational level can be full-time or                 

part-time. After the HE reforms which seek to optimize the network of state universities (it was initiated in                  

2017 and is still ongoing) there are 21 universities (8 of them private universities) and 22 colleges (10 of                   

them private). Chart 1 shows the comparison of the state and private higher education institutions based                

on the number of them in Lithuania. We must pay attention that the public higher education institutions                 

are larger (in respect of both number of students and number of teaching staff), sometimes many times.                 

For example, the largest Vilnius University has 16 000 students and 2100 academic staff while the largest                 

private universities have 10 times less in regards to the number of students and academic staff. 
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Chart 1. Public and Private Universities and Colleges in Lithuania 

 

 
 

 
Study programs in Lithuanian HE system 

 

The Law on Higher Education and Research states that the mission of higher education and research is to                  

help ensure the Country public, cultural and economic prosperity, provide support and impetus for a full life                 

of every citizen of Lithuania, and satisfy the natural thirst for knowledge. The studies provided by the                 

Lithuanian higher education institutions are conducted on the basis of study programs conferring a              

degree and non-degree study programs. There are two types of study programs: university and              

college study programs. Studies can be of continual or extended forms. On completion of either               

form of studies, graduates obtain equivalent education. Higher education studies are divided into             

three cycles: 

1) the first cycle – Professional Bachelor‘s and Bachelor‘s level; 

2) the second cycle – Master‘s level; 

3) the third cycle – Doctoral level. 
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The first cycle, Professional Bachelor‘s study programs may be delivered by colleges, whereas the first cycle                

Bachelor‘s programs may be offered by universities. Study programs provided by the second cycle may be                

offered only by universities. Doctoral studies may be delivered at universities or universities in conjunction               

with research institutes. University degree providing study programs can be integrated, combining the first              

and second cycles of studies. Study programs aimed at re-training, which do not award a degree, may be                  

offered by universities and colleges in conformity and pursuant to the legal acts provided that they fulfil the                  

prerequisites required. According to the Lithuanian Classification of Education, higher education (both            

university and non-university) belongs to education level 6(according to ISCED 2011). 

Study Fields at institutions of higher education are carried out in six study fields: bio-medical, physical,                

technological, social sciences, the humanities and arts. Study fields are divided into groups of fields, and the                 

latter into study areas. Branches of science form separate fields. Each course has a confirmed content, and                 

may possibly include midterm exam (colloquium), course work, practical and laboratory tasks, etc. Every              

course is finalized by either a written or oral examination. A student who fails the examination is invited to                   

take the exam at least one more time. Bachelor's programmes are deemed completed after the defence of                 

the final work (Bachelor's thesis) and/or passing the final examinations. Master's programs are completed              

after defending the Master's thesis, which is prepared during the entire period of the program and                

defended publicly. 

 

Analysis of cultural studies in business modules in study programs of HEIs 

 

The methodology is relevant to that of partners involved in the research, and standard excel spreadsheet                

has been used. It is indicated 1) name and type of university; 2) sector (private or public); 3) degree course;                    

4) cycle (BA or MA); 5) presence or absence of Cultural studies related module; 5) whether the course with                   

the csb module is optional or compulsory; 6) type and name of the course providing the module. The main                   

source of the research was based on the official websites of universities in Lithuania.  
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Analysis of cultural studies in business and economic modules was limited to university level,              

undergraduate and graduate study programs. The analysis does not include programs, which currently are              

not active and in which students are not enrolled. 

Study program in Economics belongs to Social Sciences. Business studies program belongs to the Business               

and Management study direction. At public and private universities for 2019 is offered about 11 BA                

programs in Economics and about 21 BA in Business Studies. At Colleges, there are offered 1 BA program in                   

Economics and about 14 BA programs in Business Studies. Accordingly, about 11 MA programs in               

Economics and about 35 MA programs in Business and Management (Some programs are delivered not               

only day-time FT, but as well at the weekend PT, seasonal FT; therefore the total number is little bit high in                     

comparison to other countries). 

 

Chart 2. Number of BA and MA Study programs in Business and Economics at universities and Colleges 

 

Some of these programs are interdisciplinary (with Art, Education, Politics, Technology, etc). It must be               

noted that after the HE reform initiated, the number of programs dropped significantly. As some               

universities are merging, some similar programs are or will be eliminated, even if the program is registered                 

and approved by SKVC.  
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Chart 3. Cultural modules in undergraduate and graduate courses 

 

Survey shows, that at the undergraduate level (BA), usually there is at least one compulsory subject in                 

humanities while at the graduate level (MA) usually it is not (unless it is management of economics of                  

humanities).  
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Chart 4. Types of cultural modules 
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Chart 5. Main subjects in cultural modules courses 

 

In the modules there were identified study subjects, which are in humanities (e.g., Sociology, Philosophy,               

History, Culture, Psychology, Communication, Politics, etc). Subject appears more than 4 times. 

 

 

 
 

 

In the syllabus there are optional subjects, but some universities do not limit them to particular courses or                  

study programs, and students are able to choose any study subject outside the program. Therefore, it is not                  

represented in the analysis.  
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National Report – Portugal 

 

The Europe 2020 Strategy – Which educational targets are to be tackled? 

 

In the area of education, the Europe 2020 strategy (European Commission, 2010a) sets two targets:               

reducing the number of early school leavers and increasing the share of young adults who have completed                 

tertiary education, i.e. the educational level following the completion of one’s secondary education, such as               

a High School, Secondary School, University Preparatory School, or Gymnasium. Europe 2020 strategy             

envisages reducing the early school leaver rate from 15% to less than 10%, whilst increasing the percentage                 

of the population aged 30-34 who have completed their tertiary education from 31% to at least 40% by                  

2020. The second target is particularly crucial since education plays a key role in employment and                

competitiveness by increasing employability and by fostering long-term growth (Gros&Roth, 2008). This            

section examines the extent to which these goals have been achieved. 

 

The Higher Education System in Portugal 

 

Higher education institutions are facing increasing challenges, which demand a deeper understanding of             

what sources prospective students used, when applying to a higher education institution. The number of               

higher education institutions expanded rapidly in the eighties and early nineties, particularly in the private               

sector, as a response to the increase of the student enrolment. The private sector includes 75 higher                 

education institutions while the public includes 34 Universities and 2 Police and Military Academies. The               

private sector also includes a Catholic University. However, many higher education institutions are of a               

small size and offer a limited number of courses (sometimes only one or two courses). This is particularly                  

true for the private system.  
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Chart 1. Institutions in Portugal 

 

The entire higher education system provides 4802 courses of study programs. Nevertheless, the imbalance              

in favour of the private sector, this latter offers a lower number of study programs (1061) compared to the                   

public with 3710 total study programs. The police and military institutions offer 31 study programs. 
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Chart 2. Course of studies for Institutions 

 

The Portuguese higher education system is binary as it includes Universities and Polytechnics, both public               

and private. The Universities´ aim is to provide general academic education and most research output               

comes from these institutions. On the other hand, Polytechnics are more oriented to vocational education. 
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Chart 3. Typology of courses provided in the study programs 

 

Most of the higher education institutions, particularly in the public system, are situated in densely               

populated coastal areas, like Lisbon or Oporto. By contrast, Polytechnics are more equally distributed              

around the country, as they result from a policy of local development promotion. The implementation of                

the Bologna Declaration Card deeply changed the structures of the entire Portuguese higher education              

system. In order to have the national system comply with the European standards, it is no longer used the                   

old Bacherelato, whose programs were converted in post Bologna Licenciatura. Furthermore, in spite of the               

classical Master’s Degree, some Universities offer integrated Master’s degrees in a longer single cycle of               

study (a 5-6 year joint degree). 
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Chart 4. Study Program Courses in Portugal 

 

The field of “Business and Administration” is one of the most widespread fields in higher education                

institutions, both public and private and both Universities and polytechnics. In fact, more than 30% of the                 

enrolments in both public and private polytechnics are concentrated in this field of study. Moreover,               

according to the Ministry of Science, Technology and Higher Education there are at the moment about 172                 

first degree study programs/ courses in public institutions and 130 in private institutions in “Business and                

Administration” (DGES, 2010). This is a very heterogeneous area of study (much larger than other fields),                

where a vast number of different course programs coexist. However, while public universities offer a               

diversified range of study programs, all other institutions concentrate their offer in a limited number of                

courses. Due to the large number of enrolments in “Business and Administration”, a high percentage of                

new graduates each year originate from this field.  
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Rethinking “Business and Administration” Teaching 

 

The diversity of Economic thinking in Portuguese colleges is non-existent. The lack of pluralism of curricula                

contaminates the public debate, presenting a single path to problems that may have several proposals for                

solution. The media are hostage to a certain way of thinking about social relations, which narrows the                 

discourse: in Portugal this was very clear with the adoption, by a large part of the media, of the same                    

fatalistic and moralistic discourse on austerity in the midst of the economic crisis, and the biased contact                 

with the economy is also felt in the design of public policies.  

 

A greater mathematisation of the economy has yet another negative consequence: to remove most people               

from the subject areas, making it difficult to ask any kind of question. There is an attempt to make the                    

economy too hermetic and incomprehensible to be something that most people have difficulty to figure               

out. More than a third of the credits of the Economics study programs in Portugal are dedicated to                  

mathematics and management, while only 1.6% go to ethics, critical thinking, theory and history of               

economic thought: 20.5% of undergraduate economics credits are devoted to statistics, mathematics and             

other quantitative methods.  

The second largest area is management: accounting, entrepreneurship, law, marketing, where           

management strategy represents 16.2%. Math and management comprise 36.7% of the course.  

On the other side, subject areas requiring greater reflection and critical thinking on economical and               

historical thinking comprise, on average, only 1.6% of courses. History of the economy and problems of                

events have a share of 6.2%. 

The difference between the more technical subject areas and those that bring the economy closer to a                 

social science is one of the main criticisms. The debate on the need to update the economy curricula is not                    

new, but the financial meltdown of 2007/2008, which plunged the world economy into a deep crisis, has                 

given it renewed impetus. In the last nine years, Economics study programs have not changed substantially.                

Mathematics is a very useful tool. It allows deepening of knowledge, supporting opinions logically, and thus                

making decisions and establishing positions in a more informed way. However, the fact that the focus is                 

almost always on the mathematical development of economic models, it often makes the theoretical              

discussion of the assumptions of these same models (which are often questionable) not take place. 
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Portugal is not unique. In fact, the space given to mathematics in Portuguese colleges puts it precisely in                  

the international average of the 12 countries. The others are: France, Chile, Israel, Denmark, Mexico, Spain,                

Turkey, Argentina, Italy, Germany and Uruguay. On average, 19.8% of credits in Economics study programs               

in these countries are related to mathematics; a minimum of 16.1% in Turkey and a maximum of 24.4% in                   

Chile. On the other hand, the most reflective subject areas have an average space of 2.3%, with a minimum                   

of 0.3% in Israel and a maximum of 7.3% in Mexico. In Portugal, as already mentioned, it is 1.6%.  

 
Chart 5-6. Weight of Mathematics and Others Subjects 
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